Welcome!
Issues of the The American Dance Circle, a publication of the
Lloyd Shaw Foundation, are made available on-line by the Lloyd
Shaw Foundation.
Articles in these publications not specifically copyrighted or taken
from another source may be reprinted without obtaining
permission as long as credit is given to "The American Dance
Circle quarterly publication of the Lloyd Shaw Foundation". The
publications themselves are Copyright (C) The Lloyd Shaw
Foundation and all rights except as stated above are reserved.
An index to the complete The American Dance Circle collection
can be found at the Lloyd Shaw Foundation web site
http://lloydshaw.org/ in the “Resources” section.
Questions about this collection can be sent to the Lloyd Shaw
Foundation using addresses found on the web site.
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ADDRESS:

The American Dance Circle
P.O. Box 336
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87103
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POLICIES: The American Dance Circle will be
published quarterly (October, January, April
and July). Deadline for articles and letters'
submitted is the 15th of the month prior to
publication.
EDITORIAL STAFF:
Editor - Judy Campbell
Editorial Assistants - Calvin Campbell,
Kris Litchman, and Bill Litchman
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IMPORTANT ADDRESSES TO REMEMBER:
ENID COCKE, President
2217 Cedar Acres Drive
Manhattan, Kansas
66502
Um. LITCHNAN, Treasurer and Archives
1620 Los Alamos S.W.
Albuquerque, New Mexico 37104
DIANE BURTON, Secretary and Membership
1536 Conneaut
Bowling Grt c„,,. Ohio 43402

T.!ELCOIT, TO THE AMERICAN DANCE CIRCLE
You have just received the first edition of
a nel7 quarterly publication sponsored by the
Lloyd Sha77 Foundation. We are sending this first
issue to both present members of the foundation
and to former members we have addresses for, from
the immediate past. For those of you who are
current members of the foundation the ADC will be
sent to you free as part of your membership
7privili4ges. -. We hope that you are pleased. This
is just the start of something which we feel will
become a valuable source of information and
materials for years to come. For those of you
who have allowed your membership to lapse we hope
that you will be interested enough in this issue
to rejoin. The American Dance Circle will be
available only to members of the Lloyd Shaw
Foundation and we hope we can include you in that
circle for years to come.
we do need your help. As you leaf through
the rest of the pages you will notice that we
have tried to include a variety of things from
news to announcements to dance materials covering
a wide variety of interests. We want to make the
ADC into a publication which will enable all the
members of the foundation to share many things
with each other. In order to do so we need your
interests and talents. Don't be bashful, your
editorial staff is learning too.
We also need material from you to share with
others. The membership of the foundation is now
international. The collective knowledge of our
membership probably represents the greatest
reservoir of information about the American Dance
that the world has ever known. Let's share it
1

with each other. Please take the time during the
next several days and write down and send us
something. You may have found a new variation to
an old dance or perhaps found a pop record which
l'iaybe you have.
is just right for this or that.
found a new way to teach a difficult step or the
way to simplify a dance. Think about tidbits and
pieces of information that have been useful or
interesting to you and pass them on. Remember
something that you may disregard or think is too
simple may be just uhat someone else needs
tomorrow.
Like all editorial staffs we reserve the
privilege of editing your material to fit our
format requirements. We hope that we get so much
material that we occasionally will have to hold
part for later publication. Our deadlines will
be Dec. 15th, Narch 15th, June 15th, and Sep. 15th
each year. We plan on mailing each issue to you
on the first of the following month.
We would like to ask one additional favor.
The cost of assembling and printing a publication
like this becomes much more econimical as the
number of copies goes up. If each of you will
encourage several of your friends to join the
foundation, we will have the budget to improve the
quality with each issue. With your help we can
grow together to increase our enjoyment and
circle of knowledge about the American dance.

A MESSAGE FROL THE LSF PRESIDENT EllID COCKS
As you will see in the report of the annual
meeting of the Foundation, Don Obee has retired
as President, and I have been chosen to replace
him. We all owe him profound thanks for heading
this organization for so many years with such
uisdom and tact. - He leaves a legacy of service
that will be difficult to equal.
This is a time of transition for the
Foundation in many ways. This new publication
reflects one change. It was a unanimous feeling
at the annual meeting that we could not try to
continue the Long Shadow in its former format
since it was such a personal expression of
Dorothy Shaw's style. ITe do treasure the title
and want to save it for a future more ambitious,
year-end journal. Cal and Judy Campbell and Bill
and 1(ris Litchmen of Albucuercue have generously
offered to produce a periodical that will serve
as a communication among Foundation members and
will also be a valuable resource toyou as a
dancer and/or teacher. ue hope that many of you
want to participate in this publication
whether it be a dance you want to share, a letter
to the editor, or a new item.
Another change is the moving of our mailing
office from Denver to the home of George and Onie
Senyk in Ro xbury, Neu York. Some have expressed
concern about the philosophical implications of
moving this function of the Foundation to an
eastern address.
ily reply is that we are a
national organization, dedicated to researching
and promoting dances from all parts of the
country; a large percentage of our members live
in the eastern half of the U.S., and we have, in
fact, members and record distributors in several
European countries as well. George and Onie are
3

dear friends and valued members, and we are very
grateful to them for taking on this big job.
Change was also seen at the board meeting
or expanded
where many took on neT,T
responsibilities. We feel that we have
delineated responsibilities and lines of
authority in ways that will help the
whole organization function more effectively.
Please make note of the addresses of our new
treasurer, memberdip chairman, and mailings office,
and help by sharing this information with any of
your friends who may be writing one of these people.
The Foundation has tremendous potential - in
the ouality of the material it produces and
teachers, but above all in the talents of its
members. i wish that all of you could experience
the sense of discovery and excitement that occurs
at an LSF university workshop. That a marvelous
collection of teachers and dancers in this
organizatio&
Our ambition for the coming year
is to locate and make use of more of that talent.
/long with our unlimited potential, we are
facing financial difficulties. ire need all the
help you can give us in finding and enrolling new
members, seeking outside sources of funding, or
by making a donation.
I hope that this can be a very successful
year for the Foundation in its goal of spreading joy
and friendship through dance.

HEI4BERSHIP PRIVILEGES LIU) RESPONSIBILITIES
by Diane Burton
This issue of the quarterly publication
begins one cithe new benefits of being a metniaer
of the Lloyd Shaw Foundation. Over the next year
we 7, 1an to add several things which will benefit
you as a member of the Lloyd Shaw Foundation.
and other
History of dance, new dances ,
interesting information will be coming to you on
a regular basis. You already receive a record
certificate which is based on the amount of your
dues contribution. now members also will receive . 17st
first notification of any new releases or
publications. Another new benefit for members is
a $10 reduction in fees for Summer Dance Weeks at
TrJe plan to offer the
the Scandinavian Lodge.
sane price reduction at the 1980 Winter Dance

ee.
T:le want to make your membership in the
Foundation rewarding in many ways. The above only
represents the surface of what we feel can be
done for you. Even more important is what you can
do and :That we can do for each other. You are a
Dart of an organization dedicated to the
preservation of American Folk Rhythms. Could you
organize a group in your area for those who are
interested in heritage rounds, souares, and
contras? Can you urge your child's physical
education or music teacher to teach dance and can
you help out if called upon? Would you contact a
nearby university about sponsoring a Foundation
summer workshop? Have you thought about
sponsoring a Lloyd Shaw Foundation Reunion Dance
with other members—or prospective members—in
your area? These activities will all help bring
us together and make us friends instead of just
names on a membership list.
•
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Finally, do you pay your dues every year,
and do you consider giving more than the minimum
amount? We need your dues and contributions to
accomplish all the above and your help is
appreciated. The Foundation dues schedule,
recently revised is listed below. These rates
will become effective on January 1, 1980. Your
generous support of the Foundation ensures the
Foundation's ability to offer you more for your
membership.
1,-ElBERSHIP DUES SCHECULE
Active
Supporting
Sustaining
Patron
Life
Club

$ 20.00
50.00
100.00
500.00
1500.00
50.00

****************************************************

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Dear Editor,
I would like to take this time to thank
Diane Burton and the wonderful staff for the
exciting week at Steamboat Springs this past
July. I was able to learn some very exciting new
dances, as well as, tips on how to teach various
figures. The staff should be highly commended
for a job well done.
It also To.ould not have been oossible to have
such a wonderful week if it had not been for the
people who attended from across the country. The
fine spirit and friendliness on the part of the
dancers shows that there can be a common bond to
one another through dance.
Sincerely
Donna Bauer
6
Albuquercue, NM

FROiii THE ARCHIVES DIVISION.• • • • • • • •• • • • • •
by Dr. William M. Litchman, Director
Over the last few months, the Archives has
been able to help a number of people with
For example, a group
problems in dance history.
in Ottawa, Canada, are planning a dance history
pageant for the National Festival there during
1980. If any of you have any knowledge about the
history of dancing in that area, please write to
the Archives Director. A few articles on dancing
in Eanitoba have been sent to Canada but aside
from a few comments about New England and French
Canadian dancing and dance music, there is not
much else in our collection.
A new service of the Archives has been
inaugurated. We can now supply 35mm color slides
of any of the material presently in the Archives,
including photographs, books and music. The cost
including postage, is $.50 per slide and the price
goes down if large numbers of exposures are required for your particular order. The quality of these
slides is excellent and even small print can be
read with ease.
The catalog of the Archives is being transferred to computer so that up-to-date
catalogs can be issued without the necessity of
having several supplements to go through. Each
time new material is added to the Archives the
catalog can be quidkly updated. If you have the
original catalog of the Archives, additional
material added to the Archives can still be made
available through a partial listing of the
catalog.
The most pressing need of the Archives is
for material relating to Lloyd Shaw, the summer
classes, the Cheyenne Nountain Dancers, Cheyenne
School} and the early years of the Foundation.
7

of this material, including
any
f you have
tape-recorded talks or calls by Lloyd Shaw ,
photographs of Lloyd or the Cheyenne iiountain
Dancers or even catalogs of the Shaw Recording
Company please notify me. Even if you don't wish
to donate this material at the present time, just
knowing where it is located is of value.
The Archives now has the out-takes from the
making of The Visible Anthem." The Archives also
has access to a large number of 78 RPiei ShaTJ
These items
recordings from the early 50's.
would make. great decorator items for your living
room or den by framing them and hanging them on
the wall. If you are interested in some of these
records or the out-takes please write.
(Collectors: these recordings are mint copies of
scarce 78's.)
Are you willing to help the Archives? Tie
need people willing to pick up and temporarily
store materials donated to the Archives. Over the
past year or so, several people over the country
have indicated that they are willing to donate
their collections of books and records but
regular means of shipping are unreliable and
expensive. If you are willing to go to someone's
home and pick up these materials and then store
them in your home until a way can be opened to
get the boxes to Albuquerque, please contact the
Director right away. 1e need to act Quickly in
most cases and it is important to
have
representatives of the Archives spotted
throughout the country for this purpose. Note:
See inside of front cover for Archives address.
8

PROFILE OF_ Ye)UP NEW PTI7S IDENT
- Ent of the Lloyd Fihaw
71-%_e new 'oresi:
7oundation is Enid TleP CocIPIP. he was el ,=‘cte.
Board neetirr: 0= I-,
:ust
at the Aw.
7oundation. Tie 7:las been deeply involve
the Foundation and the Lloyd Shaw Fellowship for
many years. As the dauP;hter of Don and Doll DbPP
and the r!;raddauthter of L1oy(1 and Dorothy 1,naw
s7.-le has had an =Pxceritional opoortunity to stuiy
7hilosophy, backr-sound an
and understand
coals of the 7ounjation.
up in T2,osie, Idaho with frequent
EniJ
trips to Colorado. Following high school she
headed west to study at !7,cripps collet ang
graduated in a lEA in 7nglish. At Scripps shee
s involved with choreoraphy with
danced and
9rchesis, 7'111 also nerforme with an exhibition
team of an intPrn,q.tional fon dance 7roup. AL:1qm
with ruular classes she ntten-I.ed z 4v,ourse in
'al Statr. in Los
achers
folk dance for
ktreies and received a schplarshir) to attend
Hayna Holm's su=er dance school r t Colorado
College.
summer
In addition to attendin g- nany of
metinas of the Lloyd Shaw Fel1owshi :mid has
peen deeply involvee with the outreach programs
of the Foundation. The has assisted at two LFF
workshops at 7Ansas State Univ., was director of
the elementary icyorkshoP of 11=, co-director at
TiTorKso.op
no Univ. of rfab. and director of the
Q
currently
at 7.earney State Coll e se . 7nie
working on the revision of the elementary manual
and has ssrv9e as the chairwoman of the
Fiducational 1,11idance Connittee for the -oast two
years.
hucborri Lew Locke was also a member
of the exlinition folk dance frou-r1 at Scrilips

Lew is presently a college professor at Kansas
State University. Lew has attended several of the
summer sessions of the Lloyd Shaw Fellowship and
provides a very analytical approach in the discussion of the Foundation goals and policies, The Cocke's
have two lovely girls, Erica and Meagan. We are
looking forward to many exciting years under their
leadership.

EUROPEAN FOLK DANCE WITH EXPERTS
IN SWITZERLAND AND ENGLAND
Capture the authentic flavor of European
folk dance forms, together with European folk
customs, costumes and music, while learning and
dancing with European folk dance professionals.
A week long dance workshop will be held with
Betli and Willy Chapuis at the Gwatt Course
Center on Lake Thun in the Bernese Oberland,
Switzerland. This will be followed by class
sessions with the English Country Son9. and Dance
Society in London, England. Don Armstrong,
internationally known American folk dance teacher
and choreographer, will accompany the group and
provide additional instruction during workshops.
CONTACT! Ms. Shirley White
519 South Westfield
Oshkosh, Wisconsin 54901

F

LSF SUENER DANCE WEEK A ROUSING SUCCESS

The 1979 summer dance week at Steamboat Springs
Colorado had an attendance of 42 dancers. The
participants and staff all felt that the program
was particularly successful this year. Everyone
enjoyed a variety of dances covering contras,
squares, traditional rounds, Lancers, etc. In
addition, the scenery around the beautiful
Scandinavian Lodge was spectacular. Our visiting
friends hiked, fished, and even watched river
races in their snare time.
Due to the outstanding success of this year
program, we will be offering two weeks dancing
next summer. During the week of July 20-25, we
are encouraging the entire family to enjoy a week
of dancing together. Dancing will be provided for
ages 12-112. During the second week, from July
27-Aug 1, it is proposed to hold the LSF Leadership Fellowship. All former Fellowship attendees
are cordially invited to attend the second week.
Please make plans to register early because space
at the lodge is limited and we don't want to
miss you
j_
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I saw her at the County Ball:
There, when the sounds of flute and fiddle
Gave signal sweet in that old hall
Of hands across and down the middle,
Hers was the subtlest spell by far
Of all that set young hearts romancing;
She was our queen, our rose, our star;
And then she danced - 0 Heaven, her dancing
- Suckling
11

AN HERITAGE DANCE----A LONGWAYS

"A TRIP TO HACKNEY"
This dance is taken from "Thompson's Compleat
Collection of 200 Favourite Country Dances...Peter
Thompson" Vollm. 19 (c. 1751).
The exact words used to give the directions
for the dance are;
The 1st Cu. foot it cast off = foot it cast
and up cast off : set
gallop down
up again
contrary corners not turn : lead thro' the bottom
cast up lead thro' the top cast off not turn
The music is given also and is reproduced
below:
•0
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Although it is not quite clear just exactly
what is meant by "foot it," it is clearly some kind
of balance or setting step which the dancer was .at
liberty to perform at his/her whim as long as he/she
kept within the time allowed for the stelp. In this
case, the balance was done in four 'counts." Thus,
a simple, normal balance step would suffice for
the command 'foot it." Similarly, to set contrary
corners meant to balance to the first or right
hand corner dancer. This would be the dancer standing to the right of your partner as you face him/her.
Following this balance, the dancer would also
balance to the second corner (left hand corner).
The modern instructions for the dance might
be reconstructed as follows
12

A proper triple (or duple) longways set should be
formed. During the first phrase of the music (the
first line of printed music) the active couples
in the set would:
Counts Action
Facing their partners, the actives balance
1-4
to right and left. A simple step-touch
balance would suffice although the directions to foot it imply that any dance
balance filling the time would be permissible. It would seem better for the man to
balance to left and right while his partner
balance right and left.
5-8
The active couple should then cast off in
four counts to stand below the second couple
on the same side.
9-16
The same dance sequence is now repeated
using opposite foot-work to move the active
couple back to their original places. This
would require a balance ("foot it") followed by a. cast up the outside to place.
On the repeat of the first phrase of the music, the
active dancers would:
Take both hands with partner and slide down
the center of the set 8 slides. Actually,
the last tT,To slides should be used to stogy
and prepare to go the other directions. These
slides should not be too boisterous.
9-12
In four slides, the active dancers should
return up the set to end between the number
two couple originally below them.
13-16 The active couple separates and performs
a cast off figure with the number two couple. This is the progression of the dance.
The inactive dancers do not turn with the
actives on the cast off.
13

On the second phrase of the music, the dancers
should
The actives turn to _ ace the first or right
hall:: corner (oposite) person as described
above and balance to right and left. The
dancers 13eino- faced should also balance
during this muse _c.
0
The active dancers should now turn n 71ace,
to the right, almost comletely around to
face the second (or)osite) corner v)erson.
The inactive dancers should not turn in
of ace rn the same manner. If done Fy.s a duple,
the inactves must pre tare theselves to
balance once again to the actives standing
on the other side of them.
01
J1L2 The actives, then, facing the second corner
-)erson, balance to left= and right,
13-15 and then turn in place to the left air:lost
once around (away from their oartner) to ter_e
hands with their partner in -re-traration to
lead down the center.
(note; In the original directions the admonition is
to not turn" which, I thin, means to not turn the
inactive dancers, not necessarily to not turn'
themselves to -ilace.)
During the second time through the second phrase,
the active dancers:
1.8
Lead down the center below one couple, s e
arate and cast up the outside to 71ace,
The active couples then lead u7) the center
above one counle, searate from each other
and cJ'_st down the outside and bacir_ to glace.
Lt this oo±nt, the musc will begin again
and the actives will initiate the first
figure, above, and reeat the dance entirely
with the new second cou)1e.
L few comments about the dance and the terIod might
be in or c er at this - point. It seems most 11::ely that
this dance was originally done as a -Jroter trirqe,
that is, a 1 men danc i ng on their 077n side and not
14

being crossed to the ladies side at any time in
the dance. It would speed things up considerably
to dance this as a duple in which every other
couple is active and not have so many dancers
standing around for such long periods of time. The
music seems to be written directly for thisdarice
and the dance would be best done to the original
music although it would also go well with a standard jig or similar piece of music.
MX Cm Ca GNI MO

--Dr. Wm. . Litchman
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"PEW ENGLAND COUNTRY DANCE"
(From The Spirit of the Public Journals, Baltimore, 1805, pp. 150-151.)
How funny 'tis when pretty lads and lasses
Iieet all together just to have a caper,
and the black fiddler plays you such a tune as
Sets you a striking.
Hugh bucks and ladies standing in a ror7 all,
I'iake finer shew than troops of continentals
Now see them foot it, rigadoon and chasse,
Brimful of rapture.
Spruce our gallants are, essenc'd with pomatum
Heads, powder'd white as Killinton T1eak snowstorm3
Ladies, hoT:J brilliant --fascinating creatures
All silk and muslin.
Thus poets tell us how one 'aster Orpheus
Led a rude forst to a country dance, and
Play'd the brisk tune of Yankee Doodle on a
New-Holland fiddle.
But now behold a sad reverse of fortune
Life's brightest scenes are chequer'd with disas t er ,
Clumsy Charles Clurnpfoot treads on Tabby's gown, and
Tears all the tail off
Stop, stop the fiddler, all away this racket-Hartshorn and water--see the lady's fainting,
Paler than primrose, flutt'ring about like
Pigeons affrighted
18)
(cont. on
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CONTRA CORNER

0 0 0 0 OOOOOOOOOO J O 0

Here is a new contaa sent to the Circle by Ted
Sannella. He has written the dance and offered it
of r publication by the Foundation for which we are
very grateful. The name of the dance is
SCOUT HOUSE REEL (by Ted Sannella) first presented at
Scout House, Concord, Mass., on May 15, 1979.
FORMATIONz Alternate duple (1st, 3rd, 5th, etc.,
crossed and active).
MUSIC: Any well phrased 64 count (normal) reel.
DANCE:
INTRO (- - -, Down the center four in line,
-, Turn alone the same way home,
Bend the line circle once around,

-sa

—

- ladies chain,

(-

9

-, Ladies do sa do go once and a half,

-

r1(-41 OMB

IMO

- Swing that man,

MVO

- All forward and back,
- Actives swinm.,,

2

NOTE The initial figures (down the center four in line)
sould be done with the actives in the center of the
‘A
line.
FUTURE CONTRIBUTIONS: All members of the Foundation are
welcome to contribute contra dances (or other kinds of
dances)
for publication in The American Dance Circle.
.AL.
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PEACEFUL VALLEY
(American) Fifth Grad9,
?;',7CORD; !Thaw 3322 'Peace in the Valley'
Singl:.-2 circle of partners, all facing
FOPJIATION
center of hall, hands 1oin2d, starting on left foot.

neasures (I cts. per measure)
1, 4
5. 3
q
10
11-12
13

17.18
1)-20
9129
23-24
2s-96
77-2C
n-30
31-32

Counts

Circle left
12
Circle right, (finish facing err)
across
across
;
'tc
t 7p
Girls roll left
3
Step left, swing li_ght
Step right, swing left
Girls roll 12ft, face new partner
and join right hands
Balance forward,2,3 back, 2,3,
6
Trade places
Join left hands Bal, fwd 9 3 s
3
6
back,
Trade places, face. center and join
6
hands in circle
All into the centers 2,3: step lift, 6
6
Pack out 2,3, step touchc
6
Into the contcr, 2:2; step lift,
Out 2,3: step touch
2

^

Repeat entire dance twice.

(This dance was contributed to The American Dance
Circle by John fradford. )

17- ENGLAND COUNTRY DLHCE" (Cont.)
Not such the turmoil when the sturdy farmer
Sees turbid whirlwinds beat his oats and rye down,
and the rude Hail-stones, big as pistol-bullets,
Dash in his windows
Though 'twas unhappy, never seem to mind it,
Bid Punch and Sherry circulate the brisker,
Or in a bumper, flowing with Yadeira,
Drown the misfortune.
Willy Wagnimble, dancing with Flirtella 9
Almost as light as air-balloon inflated,
Rigadoons round her, till the lady's heart is
Forc e d to surrender.
Thus have I seen a humble bee or hum-bird,
Hov'ring about a violet of sun-flower,
Cuaff from its blossoms many rich potations,
Sweeter than nectar.
Benny Bamboozle cuts the drollest capers,
Just like a camel or a hippopotI mus;
Jolly Jack Jumble makes a big a rout as
Forty Dutch horses
See Lngelina lead the mazy dance down,
Hever did fairy trip it so fantastic;
How my deart flutters while my tongue pronounces
Sweet little seraph.
Such are the joys which flow from country dancing,
:!?ure as the primal happiness of Eden;
Wine, larth, and music kindle in accordance,
Raptures extatic.
(This poem was found and submitted by Dr, John
Forbes of Eorehead State University, ilorehead,
Kentucky.)
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Albert Harr!_, 345 E. Sungrove, Brea, CA 92621
Darren Ccilina, 1 0 Oxford Dr., Lourioc, CA 93436
Dorothy Row, 24833 Ave. 16, #48, Eadera, Ci oq"7
B.:;."3ev" Wilder, Jr., P.O.Sox 535, Ben LorlionC,
CA 9fr:05
,
Elsa Isaac, P.0.3ox 261, Fulton, CL
Jack 3. cKay, 227 Lawton, San Francisco, CI, 94122
Larry Powell, 17(23 r.T1:ickard St., 1:.t. Ple.asant,
40353
Rusty B. LacLeod, 1507 E. 3raeway, iIt. Pleasant,
LI 4885C
aiver Re., Traverse
Jenny Lee Disennett, 2900
City, ita 39634
Patti Lingaur, 2230 Coolridge, Holt, MI 48842
STette Lee Rice, 8096 Dixon Rd. Rives Jct. 9
49277
CP.rol W. Kraft, 16237 Lndover Dr., Fraser, i'I 4802/
k-2fl'_, Lt.
Susan 77 Schoen, 22931 F.
Clemens, L!I 4C043
Jane E. Straight, 2061/2 E. Huron, Rogers C-Ity, LI
49773
Oscar and Eise arid, Rt. 2, Condo 13, Heber Sags.,
Arkansas 75263
Cindy L. Sr.iess, 4rJC Diane Court, At 7-A, Standlsh,
48658
Adrian C. and Oarguerte L. Smith, 5020 Joan
9
San Luis Obispo, CA. 93401
Ken and Helen Smith, it cl Dixie Bee Road, Terre
Haute, 111 47802
Albert L. Abbott, f791 Harvard ad., Detroit, Li
43224
Tait Adams, 12735 Via Felino, Del liar, CA 92014
Donald A. Armstrong, Rt. 1, 313:, 223, Uacks Creek,
NO 65785
Harilyn a. Bauer, 5316 Lountain Rd., Albuclerque,
HU 871 1 G
Donald :v.7. Chase, 1254 Daleview Dr., McLean, VA 22122
Ro7Dert E. CoaC, 13o:: 79, Constantia, ids
Harry B. Coryel'., 24 rgorchester Dr., Bella Vista,
Ark. 72712
\

New i/lembers (cont.)
Mary E. Fish, 45 Faole Ave., Wheeling W. Va. 26003
Joy R. Giljohann, 5990 Blackhawk Dr., Oconomowoc,
WI 53066
Charles T. and Terry A. Graham, 781 Sunset Blvd. 9
Port Richey, Fla. 33568
Jack Hanf, 19 Virginia Ave., Linstead, Reading,
PA 19606
Carole A. Howard, 885 Hiawatha, Mt. Pleasant, la
48858
D. C. Johnston, 521 Iiiramonte Dr., Santa Berbara,
CA 93109
Irving, Oshkosh, TITI
Rebekah Lee Kendrick, 1061_
54901
Ruth Ann Knapp, 7867 Geddes Rd., Saginaw, UT 48603
Robert D. Koser, 11900 Indian Trail, Hales
Corners, WI 53130
Karl J. Krause, 3808 21st Ave., Kenosha, WI 53140
Edward L. Kremers, Sr., 705 Hill Ave., South San
Francisco, CA 94080
Uargaret Mains, 1308 Grand Ave., Laramie, WY 82070
Harry T. Martin, 420 Southwood Dr., Kenmore, NY
14223
Charlotte C. Hass, 7116 Church St., Horton Grove,
IL 60053
Shirley E. Messing, 2014 17th Ave., Kenosha, 11
53140
James Nelson, South Levis Lane, RR8, Godfrey, IL
62035
Howard C. Pooley, 2350 Union St., Apt. 5, San
Francisco, CA 94123
Roscoe S. Reeder, P.O.Box 736, Idyllwild, CA 92349
Kay Standing, R.R.#1, Blenheim, Ontario, NOP 1AO,
Canada
Joyce Washburn, 2120 S. Gladys St., Appleton, WI
43911
Shirley -C. White, 519 South Westfield St., Oshkosh,
VI 54901
Cliff wormell, 100 Pine Acres Blvd., Deer Park,
NY 11729
Wischrtann, 7821 Joyce Dr., Sebastaool, CA 96572

***
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A CHILDREN'S DANCE
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THE FLYING SCOTSHAN
x 32 bar reel
husic:
Formation: Proper longways set for four couples
Counts:
All the boys join hands and follow the
1-16
first boy as he leads them between the first
and second girls and weaves in and out
of the girls' line, around the bottom
girl and back ur to place.
17-32 First girl leads the girls in and out of
the boys' line and back to place in the
same way.
1-1_6
First couple join both hands and slide
four steps down the set, four steps back
up, and then eight slides to the bottom
of the set, where they stay.
17-32 All four couples join both hands with their
partners, slide eight steps down the set
and eight steps back to place.
Re?eat the dance three times, so that each couple
has a chance to lead.
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Shake off your heavy trance.
Lnd leap into a dance
Such as no mortals use to tread:
Fit only for Apollo
To play to, for the moon to lead,
And all the stars to follow
- Francis Beaumont (1584-1616)
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IANCE FOR FU 14
DING DONG DADDY (Hand Jive)
Record: Lloyd Shaw
Formation: Big circle, facing in, no partners.
Intro: 16 fast counts
•R arm swim (2 cts)
A, Knees (clap 2)
L arm swim (2 cts)
Hands (clap 2)
Breaststroke (4)
Horizontal hands
R hand lasso (4)
(over 2x)
L hand lasso (4)
Horizontal hands
R thumb hitch(under 2x)
hike (4)
Fists (over 2x)
L thumb hitchFists (under 2x)
hike (4)
L fist R elbow (2x)
R fist L elbow (2x) Catch fly (2)
Slap fly (2)
Repeat 16 counts
Blow fly away (2)
Repeat from beginning

4.10%""""""

I% I% I. 0% 00 0.. dr. r,

This dance is a must for young people. It should
be done with a lot of ham and very fast. Don't
slow down the record at all. Older folks enjoy
this one too and it is a good break between dances
of other tykes. Even people in wheelchairs can
enjoy this routine. It can even be done at the
table if you are careful with it
.J...O.....f,J.J.J.,..P,,,J....i..a.,...
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"Iiihat joy at the ball, what delight I have found,
By all the bright circle encompassed around.
Christopher Anstey
Come and trip it as you go
On the light fantastic toe.
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111ZIPTEERS OF THE LLOYD

FOTIDLTION

ENID COCKE, President
2217 Cedar Acr2s Drive
Manhattan, Kansas 66502

DON ARMSTRTY;
223 Embassy .SNPL
New Pt. rickey, Fla. 33552

DE NE SERENA, V. Pres.
1185 Engleby Drive
810
Colo. Sp. so

CLLVIN CAMPBELL
St, Rt. Eox 150 LM
Corrales, New Mex. e704S

BILL LITCTIVT, Treasurer
1670 Los Alamos S.W.
Albuo,. New Ira.,11.ex. ,37104

KERB EENDER
228 (-1 Parker 4,t.
Denver, Colorado 8231

El BUTENHOF, As
Tr2as.
3)9 Cobbs Hill Drive
Rochester, New York 14(
110

OTTO HEGTNAIIF
7126 Westboro P,iva
an Antonio, 1-7xas 78229

DIATE -BURT01,7, Secretary
1336 Conneaut
Bowling Green s Ohio 43402

BOB HOWELL
20141 Concordia Drive
Euclid, Ohio 44117

1T
m ETZATIFORD, Asst a Sec.
L nA.
1795 luail Str'_et
Lakewooi, Colorado 80215

KEN KERNEN
201 Greenway 7oad
hoenix, Arizona 85022

MILLY RILEY
910 ,.West State
JacItsonville, Ill. 62650

GLEN NICKERSON
606 Woodland Way
Kent, Washington 33031

OTHER AREAS OF R7SPONSIBILITY
Archives Bill Litchman
Scholarships - Milly Riley
Recordings - Don Armstrong
Publicity - Diane Burton
Member ship - Diane Eurton
Publications - Cal Campbell
Funding and Grants - Herb Egander
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LLOYD SHAH FOUNDATITT - WINTER DAACE WEEK

The Lloyd Shaw Foundation is sponserinR a
Winter Dance Week At Peaceful Valley, Colorado
during the Christmas-Hew Years week this comity"
winter. TELL YOUR FRIEADS ABOUT THIS GREAT EV7HT!
The staff will include Don Armstrong, Herb and Erna
Egender, Cal Campbell, and Bill Litchman. The
scenery of this beaufiful area is absolutely
fantastic and the facilities at Peaceful valley are
the finest in the West. You really don't want to
miss this ideal vacation treat. Smooth dancina, and
outstanding leadership will thrill you and you will
want to come back again and again,
The Dance Week begins with supper on December
26, 1)79 and ends following breakfast on January 1,
1980. What a great way to brinF in the New Year:
Come and celebrate with us at Peaceful valley
There will also be cross-country skiing available
at extra cost directly out of the ranch and
downhill skiing is available only 30 rinutes away.
The facilities at the year around playground are
luxurious and the food is out of this world. LIMO
SERVICE IS AVAILABLE FROM TEE DENVER AIRPORT
DIRECTLY TO THE LODGE.
Cost for this fantastic vacation will include
food, lodging and all dancing activities. The price
differences are due to the quarters you wish to occupy.
Total cost is either $200 economy, $210 standard, or
$220 Deluxe. Why don't you reserve your place right
NOW. Write to! Dr. Bill Litchrnan, Director
1620 Los Alamos SY.
Albuquerque, Hew 'lexico 87103
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ADDA-HEA3ER CAiTAIGIT
by Diane Burton
The Foundation is growing in its
contributions to the national dance activity. We
also need to grow in membership in order to
support and spread our philosophies. T:7e
We need at least
currently have 238 members.
1000 members by December, 1980. This goal can be
reached if each one of you would enroll a new
publication
of the next
member before
the
Then, if each of you and each of
newsletter.
those new members enrolls another member in the
next six months our goal will be reached.
To get us started on this project, the
following bonuses are being offered for new
members whose dues are paid by December 15, 1979.
For each new member you sponsor, you will receive
1 point toward the following bonuses:
1 point -- $1.00 off on a Shaw label record
5 points - A Foundation badge
6 points - A Foundation badge plus individual name tag
15 points - $10.00 rebate on Dance 'eek fees
(Winter or Summer)
50 points - $25.00 certificate good for any
records or books stocked by the Foundation.
Send memberships to
Diane Burton
1536 Conneaut
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
BE SURE TO INCLUDE YOUR NAME AS SPONSOR.
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SUHMARY OF THE 1979 ANNUAL MEETING
following is a
The
Editor's note summarization of the annual meeting. i'iembers
interested in the complete minutes should contact
the board secretary.
The general membership meeting of the Lloyd
Shaw Foundation was held on August 11, 1979.
Following opening comments by President Don Obee
reports were offered by various officers and
following
items of
The
chairmen.
committee
interest were gathered from the above comments
and reports. The results of other actions of the
general membership meeting and the following
board meeting may be found in other articles in
this ADC.
One issue of "The Long Shadow" was published
it was
much discussion
After
last year.
recommended that this publication be discontinued
for now and hopefully reserve the name for a
future publication.
The Educational Guidance Committee reported
that finances curtailed the revision of the
elementary manual. The old manual has received
some revisions and is being reprinted in a
limited edition. This edition will be available
to be reviewed and if necessary extensively
revised over the next 1-2 years. All persons
interested are invited to help in this process.
Two new records have been released.
Weaver's Reel is a very interesting contra to
music donated by Aqua Records. Ding Dong Daddy
is an excellent hand jive dance first shown to
many of us by Kirby Todd. The music was provided
by Hi Hat Records. This record is backed up by
Phrase Craze which can be used for hoedown music
or an excellent and simple round dance mixer.
Sets In Order American Square Dance Society
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u!ithout the generosity of
donated the music.
these companies it would be uneconomical for the
Foundation to produce new recordings.
The Lloyd Shaw Foundation and its members
were very active at the Nat S/D Convention in
flilwaukee. Gib Gilbert transported and directed a
The Foundation
large and well stocl-ed booth.
sponsored two highly successful contra after
parties. Calvin Campbell moderated for the
Foundation sponsored Contra Seminars which
included Lonnie illcquaide, Bob Howell, Bob Osgood,
Herb Egender, and Leif Hetland on the panels. Ed
tutenhof, Bill Litchman, Gib Gilbert, Diane
Burton, Bill Johnston and others presented
clinics and seminars on topics ranging from
contra dance styling to heritage dancing,
Lancers and Kentucky running sets.
Judy Campbell, with the assistance of
Barbara Butenhof, Kris Lachman, Bob Howell and
others pioneered a new children's dance program.
Each day the Foundation provided a two hour
clinic in dancing for children from grades K-6
The sessions were well attended and many parents
and teachers stopped by to watch and ask
questions.
Calvin Cmobell will be the official liason
for the Nat. Cony. in Hemphis. Glenn IDickerson
will be the official liason for the National Cony.
in Seattle in 1931.
Two scholarships were given this year. One
went to Kris Lachman for Berea and the other
went to Steve Witcraft for a Foundation
university workshop in Oshkosh.
Total gross income for the year amounted to
$30,892.27, while expenditures slightly exceeded
that amount. The value of current inventory is
approximately $3500 and the Foundation has
monetary assets of approximately $3500 at this
time. These figures do not include furniture or
?7

equipment and a large stock of old records.
Membership in the Foundation at the time of
146 members were
the meeting was 238.
represented at the meeting either in person or by
proxy. Enid Cocke, Glen flickerson, Herb Egender,
and Ed Butenhof were elected to the board. The
board of directors now includes those four plus
Don Armstrong, Diane Burton, Cal Campbell, Ken
Kernen, Bill Litchman, Bob Howell, Otto Hegemann,
and [illy Riley.
Several recommendations were discussed and
passed ow _to the board. These included:
1) Publishing the goals and aims of the
Foundation.
2) The board of directors should meet more than
one time a year.
3) The Educational iailing Division be established on a sound financial basis.
nerJ publication containing nes and
4)
information be published quarterly for members
only.
5) The summer
dance weeks
be
and winter
continued.
6) That the revision of the elementary manual be
continued and made available in an inexpensive format
suitable for workshop and field evaluation.
7)That necessary steps be taken to publish 1112h
Page's book.
8)That the President restructure the board.
9)That club memberships in the LSF be given one
vote at general meetings.
10)That some means be established to give the
membership a straw ballot on agenda items for the
annual meeting.

20

LSF GOVERCIPG BOARD EEETING - Aug 11, 1979
Editor's note-- The follcuing represents a
summarization of the board meeting and its'
actions. lembers wishing a complete copy of the
minutes may contact the board secretary.
The meeting was called to order by Ares .dent
Don Obee. After voting to rearrange the agenda 9
Enid Cocke was unanimously elected as the new
?resident of the Lloyd Shaw Foundation. A motion
thanking Dr. Obee for his years of leadership was
iassed and warmly endorsed loy the board. Deane
Serena was elected Vice President, Bill Litchman
Treasurer, Ed Butenhof - Asst. Treasurer, Diane
Linda Bradford - tt_sst.
Burton - Secretary,
Secretary.
As recommended by the general meeting, each
board member was asked to submit their views on a
set of proposed goals and aims for the
Foundation. These will be merged and forwarded
to all board members for evaluation and
discussion at the next board meeting.
Applications for the directorship of the
Educational i;ailings Division were discussed
George and Onie Senyk's proposal was selected for
Frank Plaut and Enid
further consideration.
Cocke will comprise a committee to negotiate
further and if possible to finali7e and Implement
reorganization of the EED.
New members nominated for the Educational
Guidance Committee were Darlene Ecklund, Carole
Howard, Ruth Ann Knapp, Bob Howell, and Bill
Litchman. All were approved by the board.
Linda Bradford retorted on the progress of
Ralph 4 'age's new book. It will contain a medley
of his -favorite dances and will be appro::imately
72 p es in length.
A proposal by Hilton Sound Systems to
29

provide the Foundation with a free sound system
in return for acknowledgement in our various
manuals was discussed. The proposal was accepted
pending approval of the added acknoT7ledgement
copy by the President.
Bill Litchman (Treasurer) was appointed as
chairman of a budget committee composed of Frank
Plaut and Ed 3utenhof. Persons wishing to submit
budget items for consideration by the committee
must do so by Sept. 10, 1979. A budget will be
prepared Oct. 1, 1979 and submitted for approval
by the board. This committee will also consider
raising the membership dues. The treasurer and
the membership chairman were instructed to TiTork
together on proposals to aleviate the present
financial problems of the Foundation.
The
Two By-Laws changes were passed.
President is now given the power to set the time
and date of the annual general membership
Notification will be given 60 days in
meeting.
advance.
In the second change, club memberships
in the LSF are now allowed one vote for each club
represented at the general membership meeting.
The summer and winter dance weeks for 1980
were approved. Diane Burton will be the director
for the 1980 Summer Dance Tleek. Calvin Campbell
will be the director for the 1930 TTinter Dance
reek.
A Foundation sponsored working dance 1.eek
for the members of the LSF was discussed. The
general feeling was that the program should be
aimed at leadership training and at
strengthening dancing and teaching skills along
with research into various aspects of the
American dance. No decision was reached but Enid
will pursue the topic with any other persons who
are interested in the concept.
Discussion of the proposal for t straw vote
system indicated that there are many logistic
30

problems. Even though the concept is desirable
the details will take much work. As a first step
a membership list will be published and mailed
out with one of the early news publications.
A quarterly publication was approved and
will start as soon as possibte. Judy Campbell
will be the managing editor. Calvin Campbell,
Bill Litchman, and Kris Litchman will each edit
special departments. All members of the foundation
will be encouraged to participate.
Several major committees were established at
the governing board level. Each chairperson will
serve at the pleasure of and report directly to
the President of the LSF. The purpose of these
committees will be to delegate responsibility for
some of the major functions of the LSF to
streamline business decisions in these areas. The
following were appointed. Grant Investigation Herb Egender, Recording - Don Armstrong,
Publications - Calvin Campbell, Scholarships Hilly Riley. Enid and Bill Litchman will work on
an outline of the duties and responsibilities for
each officer and committee chair. Each person
involved will react or accept his outline.
Gib Gilbert has consented to continue as the
interim director of the EED until arrangements
for a transfer can be completed. Gib was given a
sincere vote of thanks for filling the position
so willingly since April. Thank you letters will
also be sent to those who helped with the
inventory and those who presented proposals for
directing the EED.
The next meeting of the Board will be neld in
late Jan. or early Feb. 1980.'
31
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THE LLOYD SHAW FOUNDATION
presents
rr:of
L,

f

Come and enjoy an incredible five days of dancing
`fellowship and JOY. The Nationally knowA staff
include:
Contras
DON ARMSTRONG
HERB & ERNA EGFNDER - Rounds
CAL CAMPBELL - Squares
BILL LITCHMAN - Director

Peaceful Valley is known worldwide for it3 lovely
setting, atmosphere and excellent food. Located
in the beautiful Colorado Rockies near Estes Park
the facilities include indoor heated swim :Ling pool,
sauna and whirlpool. In addition to th2 dancing
people may enjoy other activities in the area,
such as ski touring, downhill and r_rces country
skiing, snowshoeing, and other winter sports.
Ruther details available on request.
Accomodations are limited so REGISTER NOW...
A $50.00 per person deposit is required to hold
your reservation. Deposit is fully refun table
until November 15, 1979. Mastercharge ant Visa
accepted.

SEND YOUR RESERVATIONS TO
Dr. Wm. Litchman
1620 Los Alamos S.W.
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87104
(505) 247-3921

I

LLOYD St!' RECOMIAGS
AVAILABLE AT
LLOYD SHAW FOUNDATION MAILINGS DIVISION
The Millhouse, Box 214
RD #1
Roxbury, New York 12474
(All orders must be sent to this address only.)
CIRCLES AND MIXERS
ROUND DANCES
CONTRA DANCES
DANCES FOR CHILDREN
BOOKS

QUADRILLES
SQUARE DANCES

***************************************************
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